
March Exploring Ethics Henrietta Lacks Forum 

Health Care Disparities: The Palliative Power of  Understanding Science 

“If you don’t have an understanding of science, your health care and that of your family, and many of the key 
decisions in society, are compromised.” 

Dr. Stanley Maloy issued that caveat at the start of his March 7 presentation  

on “Health Care Disparities: The Palliative Power of Understanding Science.”  
Maloy, Dean of the College of Sciences at San Diego State University, was the 

featured speaker at the seventh forum in the 2011-2012 “Exploring Ethics 
Henrietta Lacks” series. 

When patients are baffled by their doctors’ complex medical language, they 

struggle to understand their diagnoses and comply with treatment regimens.  
Intimidated and frightened, they become vulnerable to medical mistakes.   

“This is particularly a problem for underrepresented groups,” said Maloy,   
who is a principal investigator of a $15-million National Cancer Institute   

study of cancer disparities in San Diego.  “The probability of getting the wrong 
drug while you’re in the hospital is much, much higher if you are an elderly  

minority patient.” 

Replacing jargon with real-world metaphors can help physicians explain clini-
cal concepts.  Maloy gave the example of stem cell therapies that reverse mitochondrial damage caused by heart 

attacks.  In basic terms, the process “gets rid of the harmful trash that kills the cells,” Maloy said. “That makes a 
lot more sense.  You can relate to taking out the trash, and it’s just as scientifically valid.”  

For the audience discussion, Maloy was joined by forum moderator Estralita Martin, 

Assistant Dean for Student Affairs in SDSU’s College of Sciences.  As Director of 
the College’s Center for the Advancement of Students in Academia (CASA)  Martin 

works with underrepresented students to prepare them for careers as researchers 
and health professionals. 

Early questions addressed how even educated people mistrust established science in 
“hot button” public policy areas like climate change and childhood vaccinations.  

Martin pointed out that scientists “are trained to be doubtful … of other results  
until we do them ourselves,” and she added, “Just because we’re intelligent doesn’t 

mean we’re knowledgeable.” 

Educators in the audience decried the erosion of K-12 science instruction, especially 
in inner-city schools where biology is taught in overcrowded classrooms with no 

access to laboratory supplies.  Maloy urged teachers and parents to take advantage 
of the Fleet Science Center’s programs and the annual San Diego Festival of       

Science and Engineering.  If lab experiments aren’t possible, he said, natural scientific phenomena like earth-
quakes can create “a visual relationship. There are so many ways we can explain science to make it exciting.”   

Martin emphasized that science can be more accessible if scientists use popular mass media to communicate 

more effectively.  “We need to put science in venues that people watch, like television and Facebook,” she said.  
“And we need to look at logistics.  Are we ourselves willing to go into neighborhoods that need us?  Instead of 

asking them to come to the mountain, can the mountain go to them?” 

One of the forum’s high points came when Jovan Millet, a High Tech High School student who was attending 
with his twin brother, Kenan, asked for recommendations for non-fiction science books that are clear and en-

gaging.  Suggestions included The Magic of Reality: How We Know What’s Really True by Richard Dawkins, The Em-
peror of All Maladies by Siddhartha Mukherjee, and last but not least, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. 
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